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Program to convert images 
from / to formats used in the 

"electron microscopical (3DEM) community" 
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DESCRIPTION 
 

 Formats currently supported: 

  CCP4 Crystallography community format 

  DATA ONLY  Raw images; No header used 

  EM MPI für Biochemie, Martinsried, Germany 

  FORMATTED ASCII formatted files 

  IMAGIC Image Science 

  MDPP NYU-MC, Ross Smith 

  MRC MRC/LMB, Richard Henderson & Tony Crowther 

  OFFSET Skip a specified number of (header) bytes 

  PIC NIH Bethesda, Alasdair Steven & Benes Trus 

  PIF Purdue University, Tim Baker 

  PostScript Adobe Postscript (export only) 

  SEMPER Synoptics, Owen Saxton 

  SHF GATAN 

  SPIDER Albany, Joachim Frank 

  SUPRIM P. Schroeter & P. Bretaudiere. Also: used in: 
PHOELIX (B. Carragher, M. Whittaker & R. Milligan) 

  TIFF (read: 8 & 16 bit, write: 8 bit) 

 

 Correction for byte swap: 

Images from different workstations and operating systems can be 
converted automatically, i.e. 

UNIX: SGI, SUN, HP, IBM, DEC (OSF, ULTRIX), 

LINUX 

VMS 
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 Line-by-line conversion 

The conversion is performed line-by-line, which allows huge images to be 
converted (no full image in-core). 

 

 Conversion of series of images 

Stacks of images may be converted in one step. 

 

 Ease of use 

The conversion program is started with a simple command line call. 
Questions and options are prompted interactively. 

 

 Interactive help 

"Help" or "?" is a legitimate answer to every question asked by the 
(IMAGIC) program. This option provides context sensitive help. The 
program also suggest default answers. 
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Installation: 
 

 

Requirements: 

 FORTRAN-77 and C compiler 

 
 

Installation: 

 

 UNIX/LINUX 

 

 Uncompress the file em2em.tar.Z : 

Type gunzip em2em.tar.Z . 

You will get the file em2em.tar. 

 Extract the em2em files:  

Type: tar -xvf em2em.tar. 

You will get the files em2em.e (executable), em2em.hlp , mkdriver and a 
version file. 

 Create the em2em licence file: 

Type: ./mdriver 

 Update the resource/login files for EVERY user who wants to use em2em 
as follows: 

  If the user works within the C SHell (csh or tcsh) add the following 
line in (user's) file .cshrc: 

  setenv IMAGIC_ROOT <directory> 

  If the user works within the Bourne-Again SHell (bash) add the 
following line in (user's) file .bashrc: 

  export IMAGIC_ROOT=<directory> 

 where <directory> is the name of the directory where em2em is stored. 
Please note that while executing make this directory <directory> will be 
suggested by the installation program. 
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 MS Windows (MS-DOS console application) 

 

 Use WinZip, PowerArchiver or any similar program to extract the content 
of em2em.tar.gz into directory c:\imagic !! 

 The em2em program is compiled as console application. To run it you 
must therefore first open such a MS-DOS window. Start a Command 
Prompt using the related MS-DOS icon or by using Start / Programs / 
Command Prompt. In the MS-DOS window give c:\imagic\em2em) to 
run em2em. 

 

 MS Windows (windows application) 

 

 Use WinZip, PowerArchiver or any similar program to extract the content 
of em2em.zip into a temporary directory. Start setup.exe in this 
temporary directory. 

 To start em2em use the em2em icon on the desktop. 

 

 

NOTE: If you are working with the IMAGIC-5 image processing system 
em2em is already implemented and can be called with command 
IMPORT-EXPORT or EM2EM. 
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How to use em2em: 
 

Start em2em 
 

 UNIX/LINUX Type: em2em.e 

 MS Windows Type: c:\imagic\em2em (MS-DOS console application) or use the 
em2em icon on the desktop (windows application). 

 in IMAGIC-5 IMAGIC-COMMAND: IMPORT-EXPORT 

 

 

The user interaction 
 

 Questions and options are prompted interactively by em2em. 

 Don't hesitate to answer with ? or help with provides context sensitive help. 

 The program also suggest default answers. 

 

 

Example: Convert a single 2-D image: 

 

A typical session will look like this (Example: convert an MDPP file my_file.bmd to 
a PIF file named my_converted_file.pif: 

 

** EM2EM (vs. July 1998) welcomes you **  

Data format of the input to be converted [IMAGIC] : MDPP 

Export to which data format [IMAGIC] : PIF 

Input 2D image(s) or a 3D volume [2D] :  

Import a SET of input image files [NO]? :  

Input image file [?] : my_file 

Output image file (NO EXT.) [?] : my_converted_file 

Extension of the output file [.pif] :  
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Please note: If you only give RETURN/ENTER without specifying 
anything em2em will use the default answers suggested 
in brackets. 

 

If there is no machine stamp (i.e. CPU type of the workstation that has created the 
input image) is available in the input file, em2em will also ask for the CPU type. 
Example: convert a MRC file my_file.mrc to a PIC file named my_converted_file.pic: 

 

** EM2EM (vs. July 1998) welcomes you **  

Data format of the input to be converted [IMAGIC] : MRC 

Export to which data format [IMAGIC] : PIC 

Input 2D image(s) or a 3D volume [2D] :  

Import a SET of input image files [NO]? :  

Input image file(WITH EXT.) [?] : my_file.mrc 

Output image file (NO EXT.) [?] : my_converted_file 

Workstation of input file (def: local) [LINUX] :  

 

Please note: PIC images have a well defined extension. So em2em will 
not ask for any extension. 

Input and output format may be the SAME. This option is useful if the input 
image(s) come(s) from another operating system and you need to correct for byte 
shift / byte swap and do not want to cover to another image format. 

 

 

Example: Convert a series of 2-D images: 

 

It is possible to convert a series of images stored in single files. 

For such a set of input images, the file names are assumed to be constructed as 
leading characters (root name) followed by a number (#) such as in the set: 
rootname1.xxx rootname2.xxx rootname3.xxx ... 
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A typical session will look like this (Example: convert the TIFF files my_file_8.tif 
my_file_12.tif my_file_15.tif ... my_file_50.tif into one IMAGIC file named 
my_converted_file): 

 

** EM2EM (vs. July 1998) welcomes you **  

Data format of the input to be converted [IMAGIC] : TIFF 

Export to which data format [IMAGIC] : IMAGIC 

Input = set of 2D sections of a 3D volume? [NO] :  

Import a SET of input image files [NO]? : YES SERIES 

Input rootname (NO EXT.), first#, last# [?] : my_file_,8,50 

Extension of the input files [.tif] :  

Output image file (NO EXT.) [?] : my_converted_file 

Pixel spacing in Angstroem (X,Y,Z) 5,5,5 

 

 

Example: Convert a 3-D volume: 

 

A typical session will look like this (Example: convert an EM 3-D volume stored in 
my_3d.em into a SPIDER file named my_3d_convert.img):  

 

** EM2EM (vs. July 1998) welcomes you **  

Data format of the input to be converted [IMAGIC] : EM 

Export to which data format [IMAGIC] : SPIDER 

Input 2D image(s) or a 3D volume [2D] : 3D 

Input image file(WITH EXT.) [?] : my_3d.em 

Output image file (WITH EXT.) [?] : my_3d_convert.img 

Workstation of output file (def: local) [LINUX] :  

 

Please note: EM and SPIDER images do not have a well defined extension. 
So em2em will ask for it. 

 The last questions appears because there are some users 
who want to store SPIDER files in an operating system type 
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who want to store SPIDER files in an operating system type 
which is not the type of the local workstation (em2em always 
suggests the local type in brackets). 

 

It is also possible to convert a 3-D volume which is stored in a series of single 2-D 
images (sections). 

A typical session is shown in the following (Example: convert a series of 2-D 
sections stored in SHF format (my_3d_1.shf my_3d_2.shf ... my_3d_64.shf) into a 
EM 3-D volume named my_3d_convert.em):  

 

** EM2EM (vs. July 1998) welcomes you **  

Data format of the input to be converted [IMAGIC] : SHF 

Export to which data format [IMAGIC] : EM 

Input = set of 2D sections of a 3D volume? [NO] : YES 3D 

Input rootname (NO EXT),first#,last# [?] : my_3d,1,64 

Extension of the input files [.shf] :  

Output image file (WITH EXT.) [?] : my_3d_convert.em 

 

 

 Our address: 

 mailto:em2em@ImageScience.de 

 Image Science Software GmbH 
Heilbronner Str. 10 
D-10711 Berlin, Germany 

http://www.ImageScience.de/ 

 


